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Intro duct ion 

The expression 'flight characteristics" denotes the behav-

ior of an airplane under the action of deflected controls and 

external disturbances, while the expression "flih perform-

ances" refers to its climbing, speed, take-off and landing 

qualities. Speed and climbing performances are exclusively Un-

accelerated phenomena within the range of normal flight. Flight 

characteristics comprise a great variety of accelerated and. un-

accelerated phenomena, even including those which lie outside 

the range of ndrmal flight. Flight performances are determined 

as simple lift and speed performances by the flying weight, the 

aerodynamic excellence of the wings, the engine ?ower and the 

propeller efficiency. Flight characteristics depend on the lo-

cation of the C.G., on the profile characteristics, on the size 

and shape of the control surfaces and on the mass distribution. 

While it is comparatively easy to calculate and measure perform-

* "Stabilitt seigenschaften und Steuerbarkeit der cleut schen Land-
flugzeuge," a lectre before the VT. G. L., February 8, 1929. 
From Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffairt, October 
28, 1929, pp. 521-528.
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ances, both the theoretical and the experimental determination 

of flight characteristics are difficult. In general, the per-

formances can be estimated. and measured with an accuracy of near-

ly lO, while the characteristips, except in a few special cases, 

can be determined only by experience. 

The difficulty of calculating the characteristics is not the 

only reason, however, which accounts for the development of per-

formances over dharacteristics. Until quite recently, uncer-

tainty had prevailed as to what characteristics are required and 

as to how they are affected by the structural features of an 

airplane, due to the fact that the solution of these problems 

had been th.e task of the pilot or the common task of the theo-

rist and pilot. Pilots have an aversion to theoretical consid-

erations. Moreover, their vocabulary is so peculiar that they 

cannot be easily understood by formal theorists. T1e latter, 

thus left to themselves, lack practical experience which, in 

this particular field, cannot always be replaced by any amount 

of theoretical knowledge. 

Under these conditions, even long after the war, attention 

was chiefly concentrated upon improving airplane performances. 

Characteristics were left to depend on chance. When they hap-

pened to be good, it was simply attributed to good luck. Yet 

the utility of an airplane type depended largely on its charac-

teristics, especiail during the war; although no adequate rea-

son could be given as to why one type was better or more popular
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than ancther	 At that time stress was laid only on "banking 

maneuverability" which belongs to the performance group, since 

it depends chiefly on the values which determine climbing ability. 

The chief purpose of the German aeronautical industry after 

the war was to attain great economy. Yet there can be no econ-

omy without safety, and an airp1ane is safe only when it is eas-

ily controllable in any position and therefore has good flight 

characteritics. The problem of flight characteristics is a 

question of safety. Hence the development of good flight char-

acteristics is of vital importance to civil aviation. 

It is difficult to say when German manufacturers made the 

first consciois effort toward improving the characteristiCs of 

their airplanes. The development became general in 1926 when, 

by government order, the test deptment required specific flight 

cbaracteristics. The present. state of development is briefly 

summarized below. 

Relation between the Stability Characteristics and

the Controllability of German Airplanes 

/ 
The sum of all the conditions which ddtermine the behavior 

of an airplane under the action of deflected controls and exter-

nal disturbances, depends on the four factors: stability, con-

trollability, maneuverability, and spinning characteristics. By 

u stability is meant the behavior of an airplane removed from its 

condition of equilibrium. "Controllability" refers to the action
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of the controls, i.e., the turning moment produced by a given 

deflection of a control surface, or the resulting angular veloc-

ity about the corresponding airplane axis and the force required 

to produce or maintain this deflection of the control surface. 

l Maxleuverability Tt is the ability of an airplane.to make con-

trolled motions in space. "Spinning characteristics" cover the 

behavior of an airplane in autorotation. 

The following discussion is confined to the stability and 

controllability of German landplanes. We will first consider 

the behavior of an airplane about its lateral axis, which is ap-

proximately parallel to the direction of the wing spars; then 

its behavior about the normal axis; and lastly, its stability 

and controllability with respect to the longitudinal or fuselage 

axis.

a) Stability and controflabi4y about the lateral axis.-

Stability about the lateral axis is also called longitudinal 

stability. Controllability about this axis is achieved by means 

of the horizontal tail surfac:es. In unaccelerated flight with 

the gas throttle in . a fixed position, a specific angle of attack 

and hence a definite dynamic pressure correspond to each deflec-

tion of the elevator. Figure 1 shows this dynamic pressure or, 

if a: given air density i .s assumed, the speed of equilibrium, as 

a function 0±' the elevator deflection. for an airplane of the 

Udet-Flamingo type. The figure shows that the control stick 

must be pulled for low speeds and pushed for high speeds. The
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pull or push on the 

3. change in the angle 

further effort on 

control motion is 

Such an airplane is 

speed can be changed simply by an adequate 

control stick. This results in the desire 

of attack, which is maintained without any 

the part of the pilot. Thus only a single 

required in each case to change the speed. 

stable with fixed elevator. 

The conditions are quite different with an unstable air-

plane. Figure 2 shows that a push on the control stick o± an 

unstable airplane corresponds to a low speed, and a pull corre-

sponds to a high speed. In order to change the speed (e.g., 

from 125 to 140 km/h - 77.7 to 87 mi./hr.) the control stick must 

firt be pushed, in order to reduce the angle of attack, and 

then pulled back again beyond the point of elevator deflection 

corresponding to a speed of 125 km/h. The control stick must 

therefore be moved twice, in order to change the speed of an un-

stable airplane. Flying with an unstable airplane requires more 

work and attention than flying with a stable airplane. 

Besides, unstable airplanes are not so safe as stable ones. 

The range of action of each control is limited. When a control 

urface is deflected beyond a certain amount, its effect is not 

further increased. Under the action of the controls or' of a 

squall, an unstable airplane easily reaches such small or large 

angles of attack that the action of the controls is inadequate 

to keep the airplane in equilibrium and to restore it to its 

original attitude. Under these onditions the airplane is genel'-
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ally lost. Ifthe control over the airplane is lost at small 

angles of attack, it will usually go into a steep inverted dive 

and remain., in that condition. If the control is lost at a large 

angle of attack, the airplane may go into a spin. For the sake 

of safety, any instability with fixed elevator should 'oe com-

pletely eliminated. 

The control stick of a stable airplane is operated logical-

ly, i.e., a pull corresponds to a loyi speed, and a push corre-

sponds to a high speed. The pilot does not rely, however, en-

tirely on the deflection of the controls or on the position of 

the control stick, just as he does not rely on the indications 

of his instruments, except when visibility is lacking. He is 

gtiided by the pressure on the stick, which he feels, and by the 

magnitude and direction ot' the control forces 	 The ideal case 

is when the pilot feels no cdntrol force in the most important 

state, that of cruising speed, but feels a nose-heavy control 

force in pulling (i.e., at low speed) and a tail-heavy force in 

pushing. The variation of the control forces should therefore 

be consistent. 

This variation is illustrated by Figure 3, which represents 

a control-force measurement on a Hem	 el HD 32 airplane. With 

such stability characteristics, the pilot, guided only by feel-

ing, without the aid of his eyes, can determine the attitude of 

his airplane by the magnitude and direction of the control 

forces. This diagrarLl of the control forces is that of an air-
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plane which is stable with floating elevator. 

Except for a few special cases, stability with the elevator 

fixed is a necessary condition to insure stability with the ele-

vator floating. This condition, however, is not sufficient. An 

airplane can be stable with the elevator fixed and unstable with 

it floating. Then the control forces vary as shown in Figure 4. 

According to this figure the airplane is tail-heavier at low 

speeds than at high speeds. Yet the control forces can be zero 

at a given speed, but their variation is net consistent. Such 

an airplane is not absolutely reliable. 

If an airplane is stable with floating elevator or (according 

to the present-day justifiable assumption of small control fric-

tion) with released control stick, it must also have other good 

qualities. With.released control stick the airplane returns 

automatically •to its condition of equilibrium,which is usually 

that of cruising flight. Its safety does not depend on the pi-

lot's continuous attention. In bad visibility when the pilot 

lacks points of comparison for his position in flight, he can 

recover his original attitude by simply releasing the controls. 

Even failure, of the controls does not entail the danger of a 

crash. Stability with released controls is therefore at the 

present time the best attainable esult in so far as piloting 

and safety are concerned. German airplanes built after 1927 

are stable with released controls	 This stability exists, even 

when the airplane is balanced poorly, i.e., when the C.G. is as
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far aft as possible. 

The term 'stability t' is often confounded with the term 

"trim.	 The latter merely indicates that, at agiven speed, an 

airp'lane ceases to be iii equilibrium with. the controls released. 

Hence the trim is determined by the speed at which the control 

force is zero. If, in the case of stability with floating e1-

evator, the control force becomes zero at a lower speed than 

the cruising speed, the air)lane is then tail-heavy in cruising 

flight. If the control force becomes zero at a speed exceeding 

the cruising speed, the airplane is then nose-heavy in cruising 

flight. 

Of course equilibrium, or a zero control forc, can also be 

attained by an unstable airplane. The airplane is then in a 

state of unstable equilibrium. The trim can then be changed by 

altering the stabilizer setting. Changing the stabilizer set-

ting does not, however, improve the stability. 

Up to thi point it has been assumed that, for the same 

speed, the position of the gas throttle (that is, the engine 

power) remains constant. Any change in the position of the 

throttle changes the velocity and direction of the slipstream. 

At different positions of the throttle t.he air strikes the tail 

surfaces at different impact pressures and in different direc-

tions. Hence the trim changes, so that the state of equilib-

rium is shifted from one impact pressure to another, or that, in 

order to maintain the same speed, another elevator deflection
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and another control force become necessary. Figure 5 illustrates 

a control-force measurement on a Heinkel HD 32 airplane with 

wide-open throttle and. also with idling engine. The figure shows 

that equilibrium is reached (i.e., the control force becomes 

zero) at approximately 93 km/h (5S mi./hr.) at full throttle, 

while a speed of about 190 km/h (]l8 mi./hr.) must be reached 

with idling engine. A control force of approximately 5.5 kg 

(12.1 lb.) must be exerted in order to maintain an idling speed 

of 93 km/h. There is a great difference between the trim at 

full throttle and when idling. The Heinkel RD 32 airplane is a 

rather old type. This difference is much smaller on modern air-

p1 an C S. 

Experience shows that an airplane of normal construction 

grows nose-heavy with throttled engine. Hence it is in equilib-

rium at a higher speed than with an engine developing more power. 

An airplane with released controls zooms when the throttle is 

opened and. goes into a glide when the throttle is partially 

closed. This quality is very useful, since it enables piloting 

an airplane by means of the throttle. Thus an airplane with 

broken controls can be flown by means of the throttle and even 

landed with little or no damage, as has already happened on sev-

eral occasions. The difference in trim, due to the propeller 

slipsreaii, ust not, however, be so great that, when the engine 

is throttled, the airplane will attain •such a high equilibrium 

velocity or grow so nose-heavy, as to lose the advantages of 

stability with released controls. German airplanes are so built
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that they fly horizontally with the throttle in the position of 

cruising flight and with releaced controls. With completely 

throttled engine they go into gliding flight with an increase in 

speed of approximately 10 to 20. 

The best *ay to achieve these stability characteristics is 

to locate the C.G. of the airplane relatively far forward. The 

C.G. of airplanes built during the last few years lies from 24 

o 35 of the mean wing chord aft of the leading edge, while the 

C.G. of airplanes built from 1920 to 1926 lay at 40 to 501 of 

the wing chord. Formerly most airplane designers endeavored to 

locate the C.G. so that the wing and the tail plane moments 

would be zero ii cruising flight. Thus the C.G. lay fax aft, 

especially in the case of the highly cambered wing sections 

frequently used in Germany. This practice was based on the as-

sumption that, in the absence of any elevator moment in cruising 

flight, the change in the trim from the action of the propeller 

slipstream would be small. This assumption, however, was not 

confirn'ied by experience. In all cases yet observed, when the 

C.G. was located farther aft, the change in the trim Was found 

to be increased. 

Good stability characteristics with the C.G. located far 

aft can only be acquired by great length of the fuselage and ex-

cessive size of the control surfaces, which greatly increase the 

weight and drag. The after location of the C.G. often resulted 

in spins. Experience shows that only airplanes with a C.G. locat
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ed. not more than 33 of the wing chord from the leading edge can 

be surely recovered from spins. During the past year wing sec-

tions have been used, the C.P. of which travels but little or 

not at all. With such wing sections it is relatively easy to 

meet the stability requirements. Owing to the use of balanced 

elevators on certain airplanes, the stability with floating eL-

evator is nearly as grat as with fixed elevator. L0ngitudinal 

stability calculations usually agree quite well with practical 

results, except for high-wing airplanes whose wings are secured 

directly •to the top of the fuselage. 

At the present time it is absolutely impossible to calculate 

the effect of the propeller sli p stream. Tic direction of flow 

and the dynamic pressure in the propeller slipstream cannot be 

determined with the accuracy required for the calculation of 

the slipstream effect. The flow in thb propeller slipstream is 

turbulent as shown in Figure 6. The distribution of the pres-

sure and the direction of flow in the propeller slipstream de-

pend on the wing arrangement, on the shape of the fuselage, on 

the flying speed, and on the modulus, pitch, diameter, and shape 

of the propeller. 

The dynamic longitudinal stability of present-day aircraft 

has presented no difficulties at the speeds thus far attained.* 

In exceptional cases, tail plane vibration.s have caused longitud-

inal vibrations of increasing amplitude. Even with released con-

*In the meanwhile a few cases of dynamic longitudinal instabil-
ity with floating elevator have been observed.
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trols, the longitudinal vibrations of German airplanes are usu-

ally much damped. The order of magnitude of the periods of vi-

bration is 30 to 45 seonds. Figure 7 represents such a damped 

vibrtion, which quickly fades away after a purposely very strong 

di sturbaxice. 

With the stabilizer in the cruising-flight position and the 

engine throttled. clown to idling speed, the elevator effect of 

any airplane type must be adequate to attain the angle of attack 

of maximum lift even with the C.G. in its farthest possible for-

ward position. This requirement follows from the necessity, in 

lo.w flight, of immediate readiness for forced landings without 

preliminary adjustment of the stabilizer	 The requirements re-

sulting from the above condition are usually exceeded by the el-

evator effect of stunting airplanes. It can •be aid that the 

highest degree of control efficiency is sought for the latter. 

A strong elevator effect is disproportionate to the strength 

of the wing. In ±eply to this objection, it can be claimed that 

a good pilot never utilizes the full elevator effect at high 

speeds (Fig. 8). Controls designed for low speeds are oversized 

at high speeds. In order to avoid accidents due to these condi-

tions, it would be useless to increase the strength of the wing, 

but highly desirable to give pilots adequate training. 

The direction and variation of the control forces were con-

sidered above as functions of the flying speed. Speaking of the 

absolute magnitude of the control forces, the latter should under
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no condition and in no attitude of flight exceed the power which 

the pilot is capable of exerting for a long time without fatigue! 

A force of 10 kg (22 lb.)applied to the elevator control is 

severely felt by the pilot. This siould be the limit of the ad-: 

missible control force in unaccelerated flight and should not be 

exceeded, if the airplane is to be kept in equilibrium at large 

angles of attack with the stabilizer in cruising-flight position 

and the engine throttled. The difficulty of regulating the con-

trol forces increases with increasing dimensions and speed of 

the airplanes. In most cases the problem can be solved only with 

the help of balancing surfaces. By reducing the chord only, el-

evators of great aspect ratio woi4d be. obtained. With such el-

evators there is danger that their maximum lift may be exceeded. 

The use of balancing surfaces is therefore becoming more gen-

eral. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the three main types of ex-

ternal, internal, and auxiliary balances. 

The use of external and- internal balances permits of easily 

controlling the weight moments of the control surfaces. For the 

purpose of avoiding vibrations, the C.G. of the elevator is lo-

cated as hear as possible to its axis of rotation. For this 

purpose balancing weights are used in the balancing surfaces. 

It must be taken into consiaeration that in shifting the 0.G. of 

the elevator forward, the longitudinal stability with floating 

elevator is reduced. Besides, the trim of the airplane changes 

with the weight moment of the elevator.
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b) Stability and. controllability about the_vertical_axis.-

Stability about the vertical axis which depends on the vertical 

tail surfaces is also called directional stability. All German 

airplanes possess directional stability even with released. rud 

der control. As soon as this control is released the aip1ane 

returns automatically to its position of equilibrium. Owing to 

the asymmetry of the propeller slipstream, this position of equi-

librium depends greatly on the position of the throttle. It is 

easy, however, to cause this state of equilibrium to correspond 

to straightaway flight at cruising speed. With wide-open throt-

tle and released rudder control, the airplane goes into a flat 

turn in one direction, but with partially closed throttle it 

goes into a flat turn in the opposite direction. This property 

which cannot be determined by calculation, is obtained by placing 

the tail fin sufficiently aft of the C.G. of the airplane and by 

giving it suitable dimensions and shape. In soriie cases the sta-

bilizing effect is produced by a balanced rudder. 

The shape of the tail fin is now different from that of 

War airplanes. Though the triangular shape prevailed during the 

war, the trend. is flow toward the trapezoidal shape. Moreover, 

the aspect ratio of the vertical tail surfaces has been increased. 

In certain cases stability about the vertical axis is produced 

by the fuselage alone. The cross section of the fuselage is 

then rectangular, the longer sides of the rectangle being ver-

tical. The tail fin is never adjustable in flight. To offset
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the asymmetry of the propeller slipstreaxti, the central line of 

the fin section often forms an acute angle with the longitudinal 

axis of the airplane. Even when there is no propeller slip-

streafl and. only a small forward speed the rudder action suffices 

to produce side-slipping. Of course the airplane also has sat-

isfactory banking characteristics. 

An airplane with an engine located on each side of the axis 

of symmetry must have a very efficient rudder. If one of the 

side engines fails, the rudder must not only enable the pilot to 

keep the airplane on a straight course, but also to overcome 

the thrust moment of the still running engine about the vertical 

axis and turn the airplane in thedirection of the running en-

gine. This requirement has been fulfilled, witbLout changing the 

setting of the tail fin, even by twinengine airplanes the rud-

der action of which is not supported by the propeller slipstream. 

The fin and rudder forces are controlled by external, internal 

and auxiliary balances in the same way as the horizontal tail 

surfaces. 

Particular atress is laid on adequate rudder efficiency at 

large angles of attack. Not only is the rudder effect reduced 

by the smallness of the Lact .pI'essure in this flight attitude, 

but the fin and rudder are also shielded by the horizontal tail 

surfaces, Yet good rüddér efficiency is particularly important 

at thrge angles of attack. A rudder, which is still efficient 

at large angles of attack, can prevent a stalled airplane from
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winging over and going into a spin. Hence the rudder can stop 

an incipient spin. 

For the rudder action to be extended to large angles of 

attack, at least a part of its area must be withdrawn from the 

shielding effect of the horizontal tail surfaces. Hence the 

rudder must extend below the horizontal tail surfaces. For 

this purpose the elevator is divided. The area of the rudder 

portion below the horizontal tail surfaces is usually increased 

by increasing the length of its chord (Fig. 12). Rudders of 

this shape are also more efficient on the ground. 

c) Stability and controllability about the logitudina1 

axis.- Stability about the longitudinal axis is usually called 

"lateral stability. ?t There is no such direct stability about 

this axis, however, that any departure from the position of equi-

librium engenders restoring moments. Such moments are set up 

indirectly only, when a bank causes side-slipping and. hence a 

change in the direction of attack. When the wing is inclined to 

the horizon, the airplane begins to side-slip. This motion pro-

duces moments about the longitudinal axis which restore the air-

plane to its original attitude. These moments are usually small. 

They can be increased by setting the wings at a dihedral angle. 

In this sense, even warped wings and those of the Focke-Wuif 

*This experience confirms the theoretical investigatios of Von 
Baranoff. (See 92d D.V.L. Report, "Einige Ergebnisse uber den 
Uebergang ames Blugzeugs ins Trudein," 1928 Yearbook of the 
Deutsche Versucheanstalt fr Luftfalirt, p. 205.
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type have very good. lateral stability. Not all German airplanes 

possess this indirect lateral stability, • which is indispensable 

for flying in. fog. Airplanes can be used. for most other pu-

poses, oven if they lack lateral stability, since this stability 

is partly replaced. by the damping about the longitudinal axis. 

Within the range of normal flight, any rofation about the 

longitudinal axis causes great damping moments which oppose the 

rotation. When an airplane rotates about its longitudinal axis, 

the angle .of attack of the portion of the wing moving downward. 

during the rotation increases, while the angle of attack of the 

upward-moving portion of' the wing decreases. Within: the range 

of normal flight any increase in the angle of attack corresponds, 

however, to an increase in lift. Hence the lift of the downward-

moving portion of the wing is increased.. Any reduction in the 

angle of attack corresponds to a decrease in lift, whence the 

lift of the upward-moving portion of the wing is increased.. 

Parallel moments axe set up about both wingortions. They. op-

pose and hence "damp" the original rotation. 

The lift increases with increasing angle of attack only 

within the range of normal flight. Conditions are reversed. when 

the maximu lift is exceeded. Any increase in the angle of' at-

tack then corresponds to a reduction in lift and. any reduction 

in the angle of attack corresponds to an increase in lift.. In 

this case the rotations about the longitudinal axis are no 

longer damped. in stalled. flight.
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Damping moments about the longitudinal axis are strongly 

positive at high speeds. They decrease with increasing angle of 

attack and become zero before the minimum speed is reached. If 

the angle of attack is further increased, the damping moments 

become negative. Beginning with a certain angle of attack, ro-

tations about the longitudinal axis not only cease to be damped, 

but are even intensified. Once a rotatipn is started, it con-

tinues, usually with increasing angi.1ar velocity. This condi-

tion is called autorotation and the resulting motion is called 

spinning. 

The absence of a damping effect about the longitudinal axis, 

above an angle of attack near that of maximum lift, causes an 

airplane to have full controllability only within, a small range 

of angles of attack in normal flight. Of course, purpoely or 

not, large angles of attack can be easily reached, but in this 

stalled condition, the lateral axis of the airplane can be held 

parallel to the horizon for only a short time at most. Lack of 

positive damping about the longitudinal axis is the chief defect 

of present-day aircraft. No practical advantage is now attr1iDiX& 

ed to spinning. It is, on the contrary, being endeavored to make 

all airplanes spinproof, o as to prevent winging over in case 

of accidental stalls. Airplanes should therefore be positively 

damped about the longitudinal axis at all attainable angles of 

attack. 

The need of extending the controllability beyond the angle
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of attack of maximum lift increases with the improvement in the 

aerodynamic excellence of airplanes. Airplanes wit good aero-

dynamic qualities (i.e., with small induced and structural drag) 

have very small gliding angles at all practical angles of attack 

in normal flight. They can glide at low speed only along flight 

paths slightly inclined to the horizon and therefore have to 

glide a long distance before being able to land. A long time 

and hence a long flight path, often of several kilometers, are 

required to slow down from cruising speed to landing speed. 

Even side_slipping does not enable airplanes with good aerody-

namic qualities to land easily on fields of normal size when 

surrounded by obstacles of some height. It requires great skill 

to land such an airplane or to bring it to a standstill at a 

given point. These difficulties exist even at small landing 

speeds. If such airplanes could be flown. without danger at an-

gles of attack greater than the angle of maximum lift, the flight 

path, in landing, could be more steeply inclined to the horizon 

without increasing the forward speed. A±so the speed could be 

reduced more quickly and within a shorter distance. In order to 

level off before touching the ground, the airplane must. return 
since 

to normal flight,/the flight path can be bent upward only by in-

creasing the lift. Otherwise, the airplane would hit the ground 

at the great falling speed of stalled flight. The landing 

stresses thus produced could. be conto11ed for only very small 

wing loadings. Airplanes with good aerodynamic characteristics
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will probably require the use of air brakes to supplement the 

positive damping. 

All means of insuring positive damping about the longitud.i-

nai axis, and- hence safe flight even in the stalled condition, 

are based on the same principle. The wing tips, which have a de-

cisve influence on the damping, must then exert an increasing 

lift with an increasing angle of attack, even after the maximui 

lift of the whole wing is exceeded. Hence the maximum lift of 

the wing tips should be reached only for angles of attack which 

are larger than that of the central portion of the wing (Fig. 

13). This condition can be fulfilled, for instance, by reducng 

the angle of incidence of the wing sections near the wing tips, 

thus warping the wing. Of course the wing camber, and hence 

the iiiaximum lift of each wing section, should not decrease to-

ward. the tips. It is, instead, better to increase the camber 

toward the wing tips. Also, positive damping in stalled flight 

would probably be produced by the peculiar aerodynamic shape of 

the Focke-Wuif wing. Ii this respect, however, the Focke-Wulf 

wing has been very little tested. Hitherto, it has been found 

impossible to stall this wing. A small degree of positive 

damping can be effected. by nozzle-shaped slots between the ailer-

ons and the wing. The maximum lift of the wing portion lying 

within the range of the ailerons is thus increased. The lift 

increase of an undeflected. aileron, however, is only about 10%. 

It is impossible to calculate the aileron effect. Wind-
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tunnel measurements, from which the aileron effect during rota-

tions about the longitudinal axis can be determined, have not 

yet been made in Germany. Hence special tests are usually re-

quired for each individual airplane, in ord.erto determine the 

degree of aileron efficiency required. for its particular use. 

According to American and English tests, the influence of the 

moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis is small. Also 

the effect of the wing span is usually overestimated. Many 

German monoplanes of large span have excellent aileron efficien--

cy. The ratio of the aileron chord. to the wing chord. varies be-

tween 1/3 and 1/7. The best value, with respect to the control 

forces, Seems to depend. greatly on the thickness and. camber of 

the wing section within the range of the ailerons. The ratio 

of half the span to the width varies between 1 and 2/5. Ailer-

ons extending over the whole span produced. excessive control 

forces and their use has therefore been discontinued.. 

The control forces are also reduced. by means o± the three 

above-mentioned balances. It is particularly important to re-

duce the aileron forces on commercial airplanes. Great stress 

is laid. on balancing the weight moments as a means of avoiding 

the danger of aileron vibrations. The control effects about 

the three airplane axes end the control forces of the horizon-

tal and vertical tail surfaces and. of the ailerons must be har-

moni zod. 

Controllability is also gredtly affected. by the comfort of
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the pilot 1 s seat, by the location of the airplane and engine 

controls, by the visibility, etc. In all these respects German 

airplanes have been developed to a high degree of perfection. 

III. Present State of German Ai rplane Development 

The above survey is intended to give a general approximate 

idea of the stability and controllability of German airplanes. 

It Would be impossible to go into details without giving per-

sonal estimates of the different types, and this must therefore 

be avoided. Yet the qualities of the various makes do not dif-

fer so much, as the great number of different airplane types 

built in Germany might lead us to expect. In general, the aver-

age stability arid controllability about the lateral and vertical 

axes have reached a very satisfactory state. Difficulties are 

still encountered as regards the stability and controllability 

about the longitudinal axis. In Germany the controllability in 

stalled flight must still be regarded as an unsolved- problem. 

It is very difficult to compare the characteristics of 

German airplanes with those of foreign makes, owing to the fact 

that foreign development is known in Germany only through publi-

catioirs and a very small number of sample airplanes. The air-

plane characteristics required in America, England, and Germany 

are very similar, although they were developed independently. 

The agreement between these requirements and the characteristics 

actually attained is known only as regards German airplanes.
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One of the few foreign airplanes tested in Germany is the 

De Havilland ukoth. This airplane is very popular in England 

on account of its characteristics which, however, according to 

German tests, are no better than those of an average German air-

plane of the same class. 

The qualities of the De Havilland 11 hoth" with slotted 

Handley-Page ailerons are also kno	 in Germany. We must admit 

that the controllability and stability of this type in stalled 

flight has been equaled by no German airplane. German aeronau-

tic. construction is still backward in the control of stalled 

flight. As regards all other flying qualities, German airplanes 

are the equal of foreign airplanes. 

In judging the present state of German airplane development, 

it should be remembered that their period of evolution has been 

a very short one and that a great number of technical and. ccc-

nomical difficulties had to be overcome. 

Translation by 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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Fig.1 Stability with fixed.elevator(elevator deflections in 
unaccelerated f1ight.Low speeds correspond to pulls and 

high steeds to Dushes on the control stick. 

2° -	 Curtiss air1anc JN 4 
(\roerican test) 
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Fig.2 Instability with fixed elevator(elevator deflections in un-
accelerated flight.)A rush on the control stick corresponds 

to a low sueed and a pull corresponds to a high speed. At sreeds of 
less than 90 i/b ,however,the JN 4 H airplane is stable with 
fixed elevator..
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Fif 3 Stability with floating elevator(control forces in unac.celerated 
flight) AirDlane is nose-heavy at low sneeds nd tail-heavy at 
high siJeeds. 
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Fig.4 Instability with floating elevator(control forcns in unaccelernted 
flight.)Airlane is tail-heavier t low speeds than at high s'Deeds. 

Figure shows variation in control force of airlane which is nose-heavy 
throughout the 1whole range of normal flight.
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Pig.5 Change of trim imder the action of the s1ipstrem.ost airplanes 
become nose-heavy with throttled en,'ine.ence ecui1ibriim is 

reached,with f1oti: elevator and idling engine,at a higher speed than 
that developed at full throttle. 

Numbers show ratio 
of pressure in 
slipstream to the 
flight pressure. 

EnGinc tost. 

Level of stabilizer 

Pig.6 Pressure distribution in slip trearn.Distribution of pressure in 
slipstrein is unsmnetrical with respect to airplane axes and 

changes with oroDeller modulus.
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Pigs.? & 8 

Mrplane Alb.L74 
(DVL test) 
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Pig.? Lon:itudinal vibrations about lateral axis .Airplane :as restored 
to its oosition of equilibrium with released controls .Then a great 

disturbance was created by suddenly throttling the engine and immediately 
afterwards throwing the throttle wide open.The ensuing oscillations were 
measured by an anu1ar-ve1ocity recording device. 
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The levelinc-off eDeed is 
the speed of equilibrium 
from which the airDlane 
was leveled off. 
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Fig.8 Anguln..r velocity of elevatOr du'ing recovery from dive.Several 
pilotr were given the task of leveling an airDlne off at diff-

erent dynamic Dressures.The angular velocity of the elevator was rnea-
sured as a function of the dynamic Dressure of recovery.Result shows 
that pilot deflects elevator more slowly in recovering at great dynamic 
pressures tiian at small ones.
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- -Earlier form of rudder	 / 
/ present form of rudder ---> / 

z__ 

Pi.12 Vertical tail surfaces of old and modern airlancs.On most war-
time aircraft the rudder was ebote the undivided elevator. In 

order to o'btin a :cod rudder action at large angles of ttock,the 
rudders of nearly 11 moern airplones arc cxtendd below the divided 
elevator.

Torma1 flight 
(inf:s with and without slott: d ilorons behave alike) 

The lift distribution is aproxiir'te1y elliptical. 

--

the lift of the wing 
of the portion mov-
dmed. 

i'	 : 

During rotations about the 1onitudinal axis, 
portion movin, dovnward is increased and that 
ing usward is decreased.Hence the rotation is 

iiifttUiii'i	 Stalled flight 

Without slotted ailerons. 
The lii't distribution is 
roughly elliticFl.

St'l1d fli::ht. 

-

with slotted ailerons 
The lift is greater at 
the wing tips than in 
the center. 

During rotation about the longi-
tudinal axis the lift of the down 
ward moving wing ortion decreases 
and that of the unward-moving nor-
tion increases.The rotetion not only 
is not dnn;ped,but is even increased. 
Autorotation is started.

During rotations about the longi-
tudinal axis,the lift of the down-
ward moving wing ortion increases, 
while that of the upword-moving por-
tion decreases.ence rotations about 
the longitudinal axis are damped.o 
aatorotation takes place. 

Fig.l3 DamDing about the longitudinal axis in normal flight. The figure 
shows the behavior of norral wings and of wings ith tips reach-

ing their maxinaim lift at angles of attack larger than those of the middle 
of the wing(e.g. ,wings with slotted nilerons)during rotations about the 
longitudinal axis in normal and in stalled flight.
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